All decentralized heat recovery devices are factory bidirectionally with an acting Air-Static Hygiene Filter Class G3 equipped. For allergy sufferers are also in some series pollen filter in F6 Quality available. Ventomaxx International heat exchangers are considered, because of their high-performance fans in combination with a sound-moderating insert made of EPDM and the insulation of the unit within the casing wall also noise levels are achieved, which far below the prescribed according to DIN 4109 30 dB (A) in living rooms and bedrooms are.
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Decentralised ventilation by system – The whole world of controlled ventilation –

- WRG Plus
- WRG RONDO Plus
- WRG RONDO IQ
- AIR-CONTROL
- SILENT COMFORT Plus
- ECO COMFORT Plus
- VX 200

Flexible applications

Decentralised ventilation systems provide no constitutional requirements for equipment cores or accommodation of ventilation ducts. The complete integration within inner walls saves space and makes for an energy-efficient, direct fresh air supply. The very compact cost modular design are also very good building suitable for flexible retrofitting in new sediments. Depending on the task can be designed (with the incorporation of internal or interior decoupling sediments as individual single room ventilation as well as a room air cross-ventilation system. Also hybrid systems, in combinations of passive ventilation, ventilation at highly stressed points and ventilation with heat recovery can be realised easily.

Flexible, need-based control

All ventilation units are equipped with a simple and intuitive control system. The regulation of the WRG plus and RONDO Plus series are furthermore in high degree of individuality in the use. Characteristic of and has been approved for the planned and unpaired devices to use. There are two control systems to choose from: a wired control via a complete control element or a remote specific service box directly on the device without additional wiring on Power box. Both variants come with a permanent moisture monitoring equipment and as well as three other programs are they freely selectable in five ventilation levels.

Effective protection against moisture and fine dust / pollen

All decentralized heat recovery devices are factory bidirectionally with an acting Air-Static Hygiene Filter Class G3 equipped. For allergy sufferers are also in some series pollen filter in F6 Quality available. Ventomaxx International heat exchangers are considered, because of their untradiational corrosion design as air hygiene unique and can be cleaned free from wear even by dishwasher. Rotation and filter change are provided without using tools. Despite an ideal denaturation dry systems the moisture. Thus they ensure the necessary health and performance of the people and protect of the valuable furnishings and wooden floors.

The unique AIR CONTROL technology with its numerous installation types allows the implementation of very compact ventilation solution in full integration within of exterior walls. With high sound insulation and concealed airing - even with all glass facades.

ADVANTAGES DECENTRALISED VENTILATION SYSTEMS VENTOMAXX
- High sound insulation function
- Intelligent, need-based control
- Flexible applications
- Effective protection against moisture and fine dust / pollen
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Reserve technical changes. Pictures and information not binding.
**SMART RONDO HRV – With heat recovery, air capacity up to ca. 60m³/h**

Highest filteration up to PM 2.5 according ISO 18900

**WRG RONDO IQ – With heat recovery and high design standards**

The devices of the WRG RONDO IQ series comply with very compact dimensions and a clean modern design from the room side aperture. High architectural requirements. The intelligent control system has been designed for installers in the open condition!

**SHOWNROOMS - BISTROS**

**SMART RONDO IQ with all the qualitative features of the entire ventilator product range and are based on the proven and high-quality technology of the VENTOMAXX line of products. The ventilation systems offer a wide range of applications.** The intelligent control system control system is specifically designed for rooms with highly variable heat and humidity levels. The multi-room ventilation system has been designed for installation in the open condition!

**SILENT COMFORT Plus – Active sound absorbing for highest protection against ambient noise**

Sound absorbing SILENT COMFORT Plus units were understood. Air flow and noise reduction. Their efficiency against disturbing ambient noise. The room level sound and noise insulation is thus clearly reduced. Special attention has been paid to the SILENT COMFORT Plus units on the basis of the design, produced and installed. Several variants of the SILENT COMFORT Plus units can be designed and integrated into new and existing rooms. This provides significant energy savings and ensures a quiet and comfortable living environment.

**SMART RONDO IQ – With heat recovery and high design standards**

**VDU 3.5 Smart**

**SILENT COMFORT Plus – Active sound absorbing for highest protection against ambient noise**

**Eco Comfort Plus – De-centralized exhaust with sound insulation**

Fully integrated in the plate, the SILENT COMFORT Plus units were understood. Air flow and noise reduction. Their efficiency against disturbing ambient noise. The room level sound and noise insulation is thus clearly reduced. Special attention has been paid to the SILENT COMFORT Plus units on the basis of the design, produced and installed. Several variants of the SILENT COMFORT Plus units can be designed and integrated into new and existing rooms. This provides significant energy savings and ensures a quiet and comfortable living environment.

**ECO COMFORT Plus – De-centralized exhaust with sound insulation**

Fully integrated in the plate, the SILENT COMFORT Plus units were understood. Air flow and noise reduction. Their efficiency against disturbing ambient noise. The room level sound and noise insulation is thus clearly reduced. Special attention has been paid to the SILENT COMFORT Plus units on the basis of the design, produced and installed. Several variants of the SILENT COMFORT Plus units can be designed and integrated into new and existing rooms. This provides significant energy savings and ensures a quiet and comfortable living environment.